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● Be intentional –  consider solutions from more than one perspective.

● Promote an ecosystem of sharing – with proper attribution.

● Solve specific problems with general solutions – make these available for reuse 
and adaptation.

● Do trustworthy, impactful work – prioritize outcomes over ego.

● Be bold and willing to experiment.

sagebionetworks.org/our-culture

Core Values @ Sage



Our Approach
Cutting edge research & data

Community challenges & benchmarking

Reproducible computing at scale

FAIR data sharing & discovery

Molecular, clinical, & imaging data integration

Standards & interoperability

Community Coordination @ Sage



At Sage we believe that by harnessing the power of open science, we help research 
communities develop reliable outcomes to advance our understanding of human health.

Responsible Data Sharing
Sage supports research collaborations by overseeing data coordination, visualization, and analytics across 
distributed teams. We manage grant- or project-based research consortia to share, evaluate and distribute 
data, methods, and insights.

Benchmarking Reliable Methods
Because we are all susceptible to the self-assessment bias, Sage has developed tools that help researchers to 
objectively benchmark the performance of computational methods, and to disseminate community-verified 
methods.

Understand Real-World Evidence
By applying our approach to digital health, Sage works with participants and researchers to understand how 
real-world environments impact our individual experience of health and disease. 

What do we do?
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Our mission is

● to contribute to the solution of important biomedical problems

● to foster collaboration between research groups

● to democratize access to data

● to accelerate research

● to objectively assess algorithms and their performance



DREAM Challenges use 
crowd-sourcing to solve 
complex biomedical 
research questions

dreamchallenges.org



DISSEMINATION

Public “portals”, DOIs for 
publishing, internal sharing 

DATA GENERATION

Version control, metadata, 
permissions, governance

CURATION

Data validation, annotation, 
custom metadata views, 
search & discovery

INTERPRETATION

Wikis, discussion forums, 
user/team messaging, 

collaboration features

ANALYSIS

Workflows, cloud computing 
support, provenance, Docker 

integration, R/Python

Supporting 
Team Science

synapse.org

Synapse: Cloud Platform for Challenges



Project Overview



● AIM 1: Develop a community hub and benchmarking toolkit for biomedical challenges.

● AIM 2: Develop portable software and services for distributed benchmarking on sensitive 
and protected data. 

● AIM 3: Expand the biomedical challenge community through improvements in 
education, outreach, and empowering the organization of independent challenges and 
benchmarking projects. 

ITCR U24 for Advancing Method Benchmarking
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1. “Self-assessment” has impeded the validation and dissemination of 

bioinformatics tools and methods.

2. New paradigms for data sharing and community engagement are needed to 

unlock understanding around critical datasets.

3. Translational and clinical tools require robust assessments of performance 

and generalizability on diverse patient cohorts.

Problem Statements



“Self-assessment” has impeded validation and dissemination of computational methods.

Answer: challenges provide a rigorous framework for benchmarking tools

Nat Genetics, 2014; Nat Methods, 2015; 
Genome Bio, 2018 Nat Biotech, 2020; Nat Methods, in press

Problem #1: Fix the Self-Assessment Trap



New paradigms for data sharing and community engagement are needed to unlock 

understanding around critical datasets.

Answer: challenges provide innovative mechanism for data access & community participation 

Leukemia, 2020Nat Comm, 2019

Problem #2: Unlock Hidden Data & Create Communities



Translational and clinical tools will require robust assessments of performance and 

generalizability on diverse patient cohorts.

Answer: challenges can define and assess clinical benchmarks

Lancet Oncology, 2017
JCO-Clinical Cancer Informatics 2017

JAMA Oncology, 2017
JAMA Network Open, 2020

Problem #3: Robust Performance Assessment



Project at a Glance



Challenge Platform 2.0



● Challenge user experience is… challenging

○ Organizers need to be able to set up and launch new challenges with less overhead
○ Participants need easier to use interfaces and processes for submitting to a challenge (and getting help)
○ Evaluation infrastructure should be standardized and/or shared across challenges, so that less effort is 

needed to provision, configure, and maintain compute environments

● Discoverability of challenges and challenge results is minimal

○ Prospective participants (and organizers) need a better way to browse and search for challenges of 
interest, including upcoming, active, and closed challenges

○ We need to support discovery and insight that spans the boundaries of individual challenges

● Challenge solutions and artifacts are difficult to share and reuse

○ Modelers need a central view to identify challenge datasets that are open and available (to train or 
validate new methods)

○ Researchers need a way to access and use top performing methods and tools for their own projects
○ Organizers need a way to find and reuse validated metrics and evaluation routines

Existing Limitations & Opportunities to Improve
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● Lingua franca of challenges and benchmarking concepts

● Purpose-built services and interfaces for challenge participation and administration

● Streamlined user interaction (with better docs) for submitting to a challenge,  with accessible 
resources for improving performance

● Standard libraries (or templates or SDKs) for challenge processes, data QC, evaluation 
metrics, and performance ranking

● Information capture, dissemination, and reuse across challenges to accelerate the 
advancement of scientific knowledge

Challenge Silos?

Key Elements of a Next-generation Challenge Platform



Challenge Registry



● Over 25 organizations that run biomedical challenges

○ Missing standardization

○ No central hub

○ Challenge searching can be overwhelming and 
time-consuming

● Limited exposure and participation

Current Challenges (pun intended)
Motivations for the Challenge Registry

And more...



We aim to develop a portal to capture challenge metadata organized by different platforms.

1. Standardize the challenge annotations (via the MIAC schema)

2. Apply MIAC to DREAM Challenges

3. Provide a web-based portal to access that data (Challenge Registry)

4. Engage with other challenge-running organizations to connect them to the Challenge Registry

Our Solution

Minimal Information About a Challenge



Challenge Registry Team

Thomas Schaffter
Senior Research Software Engineer
Data & Tooling Group

Verena Chung
Bioinformatics Engineer
Benchmarking Group

Rong Chai
Bioinformatics Engineer
Benchmarking Group

Past contributors: Milen Nikolov, Thomas Yu, Michael Mason, Justin Guinney



Standardize and Restructure with MIAC

MIAC Schemas 

Challenge Registry OpenAPI specification
Sage-Bionetworks/challenge-registry

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bgkex7gct85i-CrxFx25TjPbHaEsn-R4sKEaQUIr53w/edit?usp=sharing
https://github.com/Sage-Bionetworks/rocc-schemas


Challenge Ecosystem
Hub for Challenge Exploration and Promotion

Challenge Registry Wireframes

Sage Challenge 
Platform

Challenge Platforms



Understanding Stakeholders

Challenge Participant
“I want to find interesting challenges”

Challenge Organizer
“I want to maximize the visibility of my 

Challenge”

Organization Manager
“I want consistent communications 

and Challenges analytics data”

Examples from BraTS 2021

Fereshteh K.
Masters of Medical Radiation

Shiraz University

Ujjwal B.
Postdoctoral Researcher

University of Pennsylvania

Spyros B.
Assistant Professor

University of Pennsylvania

Spyros B.
Organizing Committee

MICCAI



Challenge 
Registry 
Architecture
The Challenge Registry is the entrypoint to Sage Challenge 
Ecosystem where Organizers and prospective Participants 
connect.

The Registry adopts a microservice and Micro-Frontend 
architecture.

Thomas Schaffter
Architecture



Challenge 
Technology
Stack
Our development workflow is built upon modern best 
practices (e.g. using code generators) to accelerate 
development and improve collaboration.

FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable)  •  
Standardization  •  Open source  •  Portable

Thomas Schaffter
Lead Software Developer

Backend Servers & 
Microservices
(Java - Spring)

Portable Apps & 
Services (Docker)

Uniform Dev Environment
(VS Code)

Data Storage
(SQL / Mongo / Elastic)

Web Apps
(TypeScript - Angular)

OpenAPI for
Code Generation & 

Documentation

UI Mockups
(Figma - teleportHQ)

IAM (Keycloak)
Log Management (ELK Stack)
Monorepo (Nx)
Message Queue (RabbitMQ)
App Monitoring (Prometheus & 
Graphana)
Distributed Tracing (Zipkin?)



Evaluation Orchestration



● Permits use of sensitive or 
proprietary data

● Preserves integrity of gold-standard 
validation data

● Algorithm reproducibility 
and re-usability

● Prospective assessment

Images from Ellrott, et al., Genome Biol (2019):
Reproducible biomedical benchmarking in the cloud: lessons from 
crowd-sourced data challenges

Model-to-Data for Benchmarking

https://genomebiology.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13059-019-1794-0
https://genomebiology.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13059-019-1794-0


Federated Model Evaluation in Clinical Contexts



User

Testbed

Workflow 
definition

Synapse Workflow 
Orchestrator

Evaluation queues

Leaderboards

Retrieve workflow

Data

Deploy workflow

cwltool

cromwell

               Workflow 
Execution Service

 GA4GH
Open APIs

Return results

Leveraging workflow systems, cloud 
platforms, and GA4GH standard APIs

TR
S

WES

Model-to-Data: Why not Workflows?

Bruno Grande
Senior Research Software Engineer
Data & Tooling Group

Thomas Yu
Associate Director
Data & Tooling Group



Next Steps



Ongoing Challenges & Collaborations

dreamchallenges.org



● Moving from design to implementation: developing prioritized components and 
services for Challenge Platform user stories

● Building out a Challenge Toolkit: QC approaches, evaluation metrics, 
bootstrapping procedures, etc. — standardizing and packaging for reuse

● Enabling scalable model evaluation: deployment and hardening of workflow 
orchestration infrastructure for challenges

● Leveraging cloud workbench platforms: connecting to third party systems (e.g., 
Terra, Seven Bridges / Cavatica, DNAnexus) for workflow execution

● Improving robustness for federated training and evaluation: incorporating tools 
like FeTS.ai and others into Challenge Toolkit

Roadmap for a Challenge Platform 2.0



Thanks!
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Extras



RSNA-ASNR-MICCAI BraTS Challenge on Synapse

Your go-to source for all things 
BraTS Challenge:

● Registration
● Documentation & instructions
● Challenge data files & tables
● Background info & references
● Discussion forums
● Leaderboards

synapse.org/BraTS2021



● GPU-supported evaluation 
infrastructure 

● Validation phase used 
traditional challenge 
framework 

● Final Docker submission 
phase uses model-to-data 
framework

● *Nii.gz imaging files 

● Nearly 2000 cases! 

○ 1251 for Training

○ 219 for Validation 

○ 570 for Testing 

● 900+ participants across 5 

continents 

● 1400+ submissions scored 

● 83 short papers submitted 

Community Infrastructure Data 

2021 BraTS at a Glance


